A framework for investigating thalamocortical activity in multistage information processing.
A framework for investigating information processing in cortico-thalamocortical (cortico-TC) networks is presented, that in part can be used to model and interpret individual changes in electroencephalographic spectra and event-related potentials such as those from the Brain Resource International Database. Scientific work covering neurophysiology, TC firing modes, and TC models are explored in the framework to explain how the brain might process complex information in a multistage process. It is proposed that the thalamus and the cortico-TC system have unique ionic properties and transmission delays (in humans), which are suited to the function of taking "snapshots" or samples of complex environmental stimuli, rather than continuous data streams. This leads to careful and sequential coordination of stimulus and response processes, and increases the probability of information transfer and the resulting information complexity in higher cortical regions. Given the scope of this framework, the multidimensional and standardized Brain Resource International Database provides a pertinent set of measures for both testing hypotheses generated from the model, and for fitting the model to experimental data to investigate mechanisms underlying information processing.